Abstract

Mortality rate in multisystem organ failure (MOF) is very high. Acute renal failure is an important part of MOF. In this special feature article I have aimed to streamline the achievements of different studies on continuous renal replacement therapy (CRRT) for a fruitful outcome. For this I have gone for retrospective evaluation of the studies reached through PubMed, internet alert system of different journals, proceedings of conferences on CRRT and personal communication with the experts in this field. I have evaluated the outcome of studies to explore the causes of failure to achieve a positive result and to identify the positive gains of studies. Finally, I have compiled the positive gains to outline a new strategy for future study and greater achievement. The findings of evaluation led to the conclusion that while planning for initiation of CRRT, multiple strategies should be targeted. The strategy should involve early initiation of CRRT guided by new markers of acute kidney injury (AKI), continuous venovenous hemofiltration (CVVH) modality, optimum intensity (intensity should be adequate enough to improve hemodynamics within a targeted period), selection of an effective filter membrane. Elderly patients should be studied in a different group. Cardiac patients with AKI should not be studied in the same group along with the patients with sepsis.
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Introduction

Relentless efforts are going on to curtail the high mortality rates in multisystem organ failure (MOF) where sepsis and cardiac patients hold the major share. Kidney is not the first organ that is affected in the sequential organ failure process in MOF. In sepsis-induced acute kidney injury (AKI), usually it takes a week or more to knock down the kidneys. But in cardiac cases or post-cardiopulmonary bypass patients, acute renal failure (ARF) develops in hours. In cardiac cases, if the cardiac problems are solved early and timely, and renal replacement therapy is started early, the outcome is good.1,2 In most of the studies, cardiac cases are not separated from septic cases while evaluating for mortality outcome.3-5 Hence the statistical analysis for outcome is not a homogenous one. In sepsis-induced MOF, kidney is usually the third or fourth organ affected, after respiratory, hemodynamic involvement and/or disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC). From the beginning of sepsis, the kidney resists the onslaught of mediators. While the mediators continue to assault the pulmonary, hemodynamic and other systems, the intensivists remain as “innocent watcher”, waiting for the worsening of the kidney function before a decision is made for initiating renal replacement therapy (RRT). It is now a well-established practice to use continuous renal replacement therapy (CRRT) in ARF patients with hemodynamic instability6; but till now, no drug is
available to reverse the effects of mediators on the target organs. Now, the issue is – how long we should wait before we strike decisively with the therapeutic technologies available now? To what extent we should allow the kidneys to go down before we intervene?

It is only a modality of CRRT and a particular type of membrane that can eliminate the cytokines either by convection or by adsorption or both.7-9 There has been report of lowering of level of cytokines if convection is applied with higher intensity.10 Also, Simmons et al showed that those who died of ARF had much higher cytokine levels.11 So the use of convection is likely to be of better outcome. Herrera-Gutierrez et al showed that the patients who showed hemodynamic improvement had better outcome than those who did not improve hemodynamically.12

Most immunoassays detect only circulating mediators, not mediators bound to cells or receptors13,14, thus these may underestimate the effective amount of mediator acting at a cellular level.15 Still, once the cytokines are removed, there is reduction of onslaught by the mediators at cellular or receptor level. The author agrees with Lamiere et al15 that mere dialysis with CVVHD is of no curative value in sepsis-induced MOF. Mere correction of deranged renal profile will not help, the factors triggering MOF should be targeted also.

The issue of AKI in cardiac cases and sepsis cases has not been well-compared. Renal involvement in cardiac or cardiac surgery cases is immediate whereas in sepsis ARF comes about a week or so later. Early RRT in post-cardiopulmonary bypass (post-CPB) cases have shown promising outcome.1,2 Bouman et al3 did not show any survival difference with early High Volume Hemofiltration (HVHF) as compared to early Low Volume Hemofiltration and late Low Volume Hemofiltration. Their survival rates were high (74.3%, 68.8% and 75.0% respectively). In this study more than 50% were cardiac surgery patients. The author feels that sepsis group outcome should not be amalgamated with cardiac group outcome because of different pathophysiological issues. In sepsis-induced ARF, pulmonary and/or cardiovascular system is affected early and then may or may not be followed by DIC while the kidneys continue to resist the mediator assault initially. Finally, the kidneys, a week or more later, give way — either show changes in urine output or elevation of creatinine.

Bouman et al16 has mentioned about “timely initiation of dialysis” as an important strategy. In sepsis-induced MOF, dialysis never helped except the study of daily hemodialysis (HD).17 Again the quality of the patients in this group was questioned. In the studies that showed improved mortality outcome, majority of those belonged to continuous venovenous hemofiltration (CVVH).1,18,19 Hemofiltration not only corrects gross renal profile but also removes cytokines minimizing the assault on different vital organ systems although this modality does not affect the rate of production of cytokines which, it seems, vary from patient to patient. The rate of removal of cytokines depends on the strength of hemofiltration.10 One issue has not been well-addressed—the intensity of production of inflammatory mediators and the rate of its removal. As the rate of production of mediators is self-limiting, when it will stop or when the intensity of production will fall below a critical level is not known. But Pinsky et al20 have shown that those who died of MOF had much higher cytokine levels. Cornejo et al21 have shown that in refractory septic shock, reversal of shock needed much higher rate of hemofiltration. Conversely, Peng et al10 showed that hemofiltration at high rate (70 mL/kg/hr) lowered the levels of multiple cytokines, but they did not show the mortality outcome.

In the RENAL Study4 and VA/NIH Acute Renal Failure Trial Network Study5 they used continuous venovenous hemodialysis filtration (CVVHDF) at a maximum strength of 35 mL/kg/hr and 40 mL/kg/hr respectively. But the maximum strength of hemofiltration in these two studies were very low (17.5 mL/kg/hr and 20 mL/kg/hr respectively). Probably this is the reason why these two studies did not get any advantage over mortality outcome when compared with other studies with CVVH. Also in these two studies, cardiac cases were mixed with septic cases and the age of many patients seem pretty high (up to 80 years and 75 years respectively). Studies show that at older ages immune response is altered and mortality is high.22 So, the patients with old ages (>70 years) have to be grouped in another group to evaluate the survival.

The study of Saudan et al23 showed that mortality was higher in CVVH group than CVVHDF group. But CVVH group had more patients with cardiogenic shock or cardiac arrest. Also, Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II (APACHE II) score was higher in
CVVH group (26 ± 9 vs 24 ± 9). It indicates that there were more critical patients in the CVVH group than CVVHDF group. Hence, the conclusion “adding dialysate to hemofiltration improves mortality” is questionable.

Till now only one study used AKI marker “Neutrophil Gelatinase-associated Lipocalin (NGAL)” to correlate with mortality outcome. This study showed that NGAL levels were higher in non-survivors compared to survivors. Hence, while decision for initiating RRT is made, issue of oliguria should be enforced by new renal biomarkers of AKI, probably the rising level of NGAL is a strong choice.

**Indications for initiating RRT**

Only few studies have used oliguria as ‘pointer’ for initiating CRRT. The concept of ‘early initiation’ of RRT had been using markers, viz., elevation of serum creatinine, urea, oliguria etc. But except in few cases, none had been rewarding. While it takes around 3 days to double the level of serum creatinine, it cannot be adopted as a marker for early initiation of CRRT. Oliguria may be a reasonable choice. Elahi et al have initiated CVVH 8 hours after oliguria and it showed improved mortality outcome in post-CPB patients. Other studies also showed similar outcome.

Recently, there has been study on duration of oliguria and its relation to subsequent development of AKI using serum creatinine as a marker of ARF. Although oliguria for 4 hours showed a relationship to subsequent development of AKI, the duration of oliguria for 2 hours seems too early and also creatinine is not a good marker for early AKI. Probably, combination of a little longer oliguria and levels of new markers of AKI, viz., NGAL, hepcidin, kidney injury molecule-1(KIM-1), would provide a new approach for therapeutic intervention. It seems now time is mature enough to replace creatinine with newer markers of AKI for therapeutic intervention in critically ill patients. Probably, it is a wise choice to target oliguria as an indication for initiating RRT. But the author feels it should be reinforced by the rising level of a marker of AKI, say NGAL, which is showing promising role as a marker of AKI in most recent studies. Also, while deciding on oliguric status, it has to be ensured that the intravascular compartment is well-filled.

**The intensity of CRRT**

Some studies have shown mortality outcome benefit using hemofiltration at a rate of 35–45 mL/kg/hr. Some showed improved hemodynamics with much high volume of hemofiltration. Some studies showed that mortality outcome was improved in those who showed improved hemodynamics after initiating CVVH.

Peng et al showed lowering of cytokine levels at high level of CVVH. The principle should be that the ‘intensity’ should be adequate enough to flush out cytokines at a rate higher than the rate of production. There are literatures showing the changing levels of cytokines at sequential assessment. There are multiple cytokines with different molecular weights and it is difficult to monitor all of these. Then how to go clinically? Possibly it is by progressive increasing of the dose of hemofiltration from 35 mL/kg/hr to 45 mL/kg/hr, and so on up to 70 mL/kg/hr in sequence, and simultaneously monitoring hemodynamics or 3–4 hours for each dose. If there is no hemodynamic improvement, the rate may be increased in incremental fashion after a targeted period, instead of mere watching for outcome indefinitely. If the hemodynamics improves, it may be presumed that an optimum rate of cytokine removal has been achieved thereby reversing the ultimate effect of nitric oxide on microvessels. Further if the positive fluid balance can be avoided by fluid removal without compromising hemodynamics, it may be presumed that capillary leak has stopped or brought under control. As the positive fluid balance has a relationship with mortality, the control over fluid balance is an additional advantage in the path of survival.

The author suggests that while starting CRRT, 7 points have to be targeted.

1. **Timing** – early initiation of CRRT within 6–8 hours of oliguria with supportive supplement from ‘rising’ level of marker of AKI, viz., NGAL, within this period of oliguria. Serum creatinine is not a good marker for early detection of AKI. The initiation timing for RRT should be before irreversible damage is done.

2. **Modality** should be CVVH which uses convection to remove cytokines.

3. **The membrane** should be polyacrylonitrile which is capable of adsorption and convection.
4. The intensity of hemofiltration, theoretically, has to be strong enough to remove cytokines at a rate higher than the rate of cytokine production. The improvement in hemodynamics may be considered as indirect evidence of intensity-goal. In order to achieve this goal, CVVH may be started at a hemofiltration rate of 35 mL/kg/hr and may be increased in sequence to 45 mL/kg/hr, 55 mL/kg/hr and so on up to 70 mL/kg/hr if there is no hemodynamic improvement within 3 to 4 hours of initiation of each dose.

5. Each patient has to be euvoletic for at least the same oliguric period – in other words, the intravascular compartment has to be well-filled before oliguria-related decision is made for initiation of CVVH.

6. Cardiac cases and sepsis cases have to be studied separately and then the outcomes may be compared.

7. For patients with old age (>70 years), the outcome has to be evaluated separately.

In summary, while dealing with ARF in MOF, approach to RRT should be multipronged. The plan should involve early initiation before irreversible damage is done, the modality should be CVVH with optimum hemofiltration intensity targeting hemodynamic improvement, membrane should be polyacrylonitrile (till better membrane is available) with adsorption and convection function. Patient has to be euvoletic for at least 6 hours during oliguria before oliguria is accepted for initiation of CVVH. Rising level of new markers of AKI should enforce the finding of oliguria before the decision is made for initiation of CVVH. To evaluate the outcome, the cardiac patients and sepsis patients have to be studied separately. Old age group (>70 years) has to be studied separately because of age related multiple comorbidities. The therapeutic approach to ARF in MOF should be multiple, collective and intense rather than single or double pronged in order to have better outcomes.
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